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Text-to-SQL

Find the name and rank of
the 3 youngest winners

across all matches.

Text-to-SQL Model

SELECT winner_name, winner_rank FROM
matches ORDER BY winner_age ASC LIMIT 3

Ranking_Date Ranking  
  
  

Player_ID First_Name Last_Name
  
  

Winner_Name Winner_Rank Age
Serena Williams 1 32

... ... ...

NLQ

SQL

DB



LLMs for Text-to-SQL with In-context Learning

Trained on 
7K examples

Zero-shot Prompt Few-shot Prompt (< 32 demonstrations)

Accuracy in the Spider dataset
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ChatGPT
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LLMs for Text-to-SQL with In-context Learning
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• These studies enhance the LLMs’ 
performance with different approaches: 
demonstration retrieval or intermediate 
reasoning (their main proposals)

• However, they also employ different 
strategies for constructing the prompt text of 
databases and demonstrations 
• It’s hard to compare two work on their main 

contributions, or prompt constructions
• Future work still has to explore the effective 

prompt constructions for Text-to-SQL 
(prompt engineering)



LLMs for Text-to-SQL with In-context Learning

• Our goals:
• Study how to represent structured database in unstructured prompt text 

for LLMs in three common scenarios:
• Zero-shot text-to-SQL
• Few-show single-domain text-to-SQL
• Few-show cross-domain text-to-SQL

• Study how to construct demonstrations for cross-domain text-to-SQL



Zero-shot Text-to-SQL Prompt

Zero-shot Prompt

Database Schema

Database Content



Zero-shot Text-to-SQL Results

• Table relationship and database content are crucial, however, it requires careful 
representation in the prompt. 



Single-domain Text-to-SQL Prompt Example

In-domain demonstrations are annotated NLQ 
and SQL pairs from the same database as the 
test question.

Few-shot Single-domain Prompt



Single-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• The performance of LLMs continues to enhance as the number of in-domain examples 
increases.

• Table relationship becomes less important when having in-domain examples, however, 
database content is still important.

• LLMs are robust to database content representation when having in-domain examples.

Codex ChatGPT

* Demonstration examples were randomly selected and the experiments were repeated three times.



Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Prompt Example

Few-shot Cross-domain Prompt

Out-of-domain demonstrations are the NLQ and 
SQL pairs along with their respective databases, 
which are different from the test database.



Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• Can out-of-domain demonstrations enhance the performance of LLMs?



Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• We consider a general scenario where the demonstrations contains M databases, each 
with K examples.

Codex



Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• Why does the performance increases and then decreases when more demonstration 
databases are provided?

Codex



Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• Why does the performance increases and then decreases when more demonstration 
databases are provided?
• It is related to the length of the prompt text.
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Cross-domain Text-to-SQL Results

• Are table relationship and content still important with out-of-domain demonstrations?
• Table relationship and content are database-specific knowledge.
• LLMs cannot learn them from out-of-domain demonstrations.



Takeaways

• Table relationship and database content play a crucial role. However, it requires 
careful designs in zero-shot and cross-domain settings.
• In-domain demonstrations mitigate LLMs’ sensitivity to database constructions, 

but cannot replace database content knowledge.
• The prompt length has a significant impact on LLMs’ performance.
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